GLOBALE - The New Art Event in the Digital Age takes place over 300 days in Karlsruhe, where ZKM presents spectacular installations, innovative works of art at the interface with natural science, urban area performances, concerts, lectures and conferences.

From June 19, 2015 till April 17, 2016, the ZKM offers exhibitions and events on central twenty-first century themes: globalization and digitalization. The new art format thematizes their effects and shows the decisive tendencies of the twenty-first century by way of the most recent art productions that go beyond the art market.

An actual cloud in the ZKM museum? An uprooted house suspended by a crane in Karlsruhe city center? Spectacular installations, innovative works of art at the interface of natural science, urban area performances, concerts, lectures and conferences – come and experience 300 days of GLOBALE – The New Art Event in the Digital Age. Step into the all-encompassing, otherwise invisible infosphere in the museum-scale, audio-visual installation by Japanese media artist Ryoji Ikeda. Though perhaps not "sitting on a cloud" then by means of a conversion – you can experience the way in which art and science complement one another and, with new tools, transform things into a reality that one had previously thought as impossible. As part of GLOBALE, the new art event in the digital age, the ZKM Center for Art and Media Karlsruhe presents the exhibition Infosphere (September 4 2015 - January 31, 2016). The exhibition gives an overview of art in the era of the digital revolution and its social consequences. In addition, it provides insights into the new data world, whose existence has been finally brought home to the general public through the NSA affair. The biosphere from the atmosphere...
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